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1. Contact Page

Add evidence, remove friction





Tens of thousands of people use our products every day. If 
you're considering moving to the cloud, we're here to help. 





You’re about to learn how 20,000+ CPG pros 
manage $10B in trade spend. 

Just share a bit about yourself and 
we’ll be in touch within 24 hours.
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BEFORE AFTER

Tens of thousands of people 20,000+ CPG pros

use our products every day. manage $10B in trade spend.

We can't wait to chat with you. Shelley Fow

You'll be hearing from us soon. will be in touch within 24 hours
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BEFORE AFTER

Tens of thousands of people 20,000+ CPG pros

use our products every day. manage $10B in trade spend.

We can't wait to chat with you. Shelley Fow

You'll be hearing from us soon. will be in touch within 24 hours



Measure & Optimize
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Hierarchy of data quality



2. Calls to Action

Use specific, descriptive labels
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BENEFITS COSTS
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RETURN INVESTMENT
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Measure & Optimize







3. Search Optimized Site Structure

A detailed page for every target phrase



The Services Page



B2B Lead Generation School

Type of keyphrase Searcher’s intent

KNOW (Informational) Looking for answers
Wants to do it themselves

DO (Commercial) Has a product/service in mind
Considering options

GO (Navigational / Branded) Looking up a company
Wants to get to a website

problem aware

solution aware

brand aware



B2B Lead Generation School

Type of keyphrase Searcher’s intent

KNOW (Informational) Looking for answers
Wants to do it themselves

DO (Commercial) Has a product/service in mind
Considering options

GO (Navigational / Branded) Looking up a company
Wants to get to a website

“Can a microscope 
see cells?”

“microscope repair 
Chicago”

“SciencePlus”
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The three types of search intent

KNOW (Informational)

DO (Commercial)

GO (Navigational)

source: Bernard Jansen, et al

80%

10%

10%





Navigational query (automatic)



Navigational query (automatic)

Commercial query (most competitive)



Navigational query (automatic)

Commercial query (most competitive)

Commercial query (specific)



Navigational query (automatic)

Commercial query (most competitive)

Commercial query (specific)

Informational query (low-intent)



Navigational query (automatic)

Commercial query (most competitive)

Commercial query (specific)

Commercial query (specific, niche)

Informational query (low-intent)



GO

DO

DO

DO

KNOW



Every keyphrase is a competition.
Every page is a competitor.



4. Service Pages

Answer questions, address objections
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CLARITY CONFUSION



Descriptive Header
The “Backyard BBQ Test”













B2B Lead Generation School

Homepage header is a tag line Homepage header is descriptive



Just 54% of websites have 
descriptive homepage headers

source: Web Design Standards, Orbit Media

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/web-design-standards/


Slideshow with 10 slides



Slideshow with 10 slides

The 8th slide has strong evidence.
Does anyone see this?



Two slides on a timer



The award is hidden on the second slide



source: Do Rotating Sliders Help or Hurt?

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/rotating-sliders-hurt-website/


42% of websites still 
have slideshows and carousels

source: Web Design Standards, Orbit Media

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/web-design-standards/


Slideshows were invented to 
prevent stabbings in 

conference rooms
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source: NN Group

Causes of User Failure

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/top-10-enduring/




Take me back to that moment when 
you first realized you needed help.



What else did you try?
What didn’t you love about it?



Starting out, what was the biggest 
challenge you were hoping to solve?



When evaluating options,
what was most important to you?



What can you do now (or do better)
that you couldn’t do before?



If you couldn’t work with us ever again, 
what would you miss the most?



What’s the #1 thing you would tell 
a friend if you wanted to convince 

them to hire [company]?



Useful Words and Phrases



Because
“We offer on-site installs because not 

everyone wants their data in the cloud…”



Should
“You should have access to your data, 

anytime from anywhere.”



Already …still
“You’ve already upgraded your network, but 

your still having performance issues.”



The fact is / The truth is
“The truth is that cloud-based applications 
still crash, no matter what they promise.”



Even if
“You still have 100% access from anywhere 

even if your services are on-site.”
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When evaluating 
options, what was 

most important to you?

Security was 
the top priority, 
then scalability.

Security

Marketing Client

Scalability
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When evaluating 
options, what was 
most important to 

you?

Security was 
the top priority, 
then scalability.

Security

Marketing Client

Scalability
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What was the biggest 
challenge you were 

hoping to solve? 

I wanted better 
insights, not just 

dashboards

You already have 
dashboards, but you’re 
still not getting insights.

Marketing Client
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What analogies do you 
use to explain what we 

do?

On-site installation 
is like owning your 

own home

It’s like your house. 
You should own 
your own home.

Marketing Sales
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What can you do now 
that you couldn’t do 

before?

Now I don’t have 
to run that report 

every time

Stop running the same 
reports again and again

Marketing Client



What questions are you just sick 
and tired of answering?



What analogies do you use to 
explain what we do?



What is the biggest number 
you can get up to?



Fill in this blank: people can work 
with us even if they ______.
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What questions should 
people ask you, but they 

don’t?

Prospects never ask 
about our testing 

and documentation

The fact is, 80% of 
software installations 
are never fully tested 
or documented

Marketing Sales
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What is the biggest 
number you can get up 

to?

We have 14,000 
total end users

Trusted by 14,000 
professionals

Marketing Sales
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What questions are you 
sick and tired of 

answering?

“What if I want to 
cancel my 
contract?”

Cancel anytime.Marketing Sales
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Evidence
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Pile of unsupported 
marketing claims

Page filled with evidence
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EVIDENCE UNCERTAINTY



“Spend less on healthcare”

“Our technology makes it easy”

“Exclusive features help you prosper”

“Know more. Feel great. Spend less”

“Like a GPS for your health”



Unsupported claim

Unsupported claim

Unsupported claim

Unsupported claim

Unsupported claim
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Evidence that 
they’re legit!



10 Ways to
Add Social Proof

1. Testimonials

2. Endorsements

3. Social Media Shares

4. Social Media Widgets

5. Certifications

6. Number of happy customers

7. “Our most popular” Best-seller

8. Studies and Statistics

9. Press Mentions

10. Reviews





Largest text is vague

Testimonial is vague, 
boring and fake

Not a real person

They’re on a separate page





Big text!
…vague, says nothing

Small text
…impactful, compelling



Big subhead
…is vague, says nothing

Tiny text
…is super compelling social proof

Carousel
…hides the testimonials until clicked



Big subhead
…raises a key question.

Excerpt from video
…for the visitor who wants to scan. 

Also can include keywords.

Video
…upgrade to the ultimate format!

Thumbnail has face and quote.
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LogoHeadline

Face, name, 
title, company

Target keyphrase

Elements of a great testimonial



“When you say it, it’s marketing.
When they say it, it’s social proof”



Just 28% of homepages 
offer any kind of evidence

source: Web Design Standards, Orbit Media

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/web-design-standards/


Subheads



Adds pixels and visual noise 
without adding value



Our products

Ideas & Insights

Our Customers



Our products
Our baking and pastry products

Ideas & Insights
New Ideas from Inside Our Bakery

Our Customers
100 Years of Quality Baking Ingredients
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Segment that excludes 
information-intent visitors

(users who landed on an article)
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Deconstructing a website visit

The interaction between the content and the visitor
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“I need some help.”

The Zero-Moment of Truth
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“I need some help.”

“Take a look at this company.”

(search results page)

The Zero-Moment of Truth
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“I need some help.”

“Take a look at this company.”

(search results page)

The Zero-Moment of Truth



“What does this company do?”

“How do they do it?”

“Can they do it for me 
specifically?”



“Am I in the right place?”



Big Clever Headline
Small descriptive subhead

Call to action

“Not sure what they do exactly.”



Big Clever Headline
Small descriptive subhead

Call to action

What we do

“We’re really great.”

“Not sure what they do exactly.”

“OK. I see they do what I need.”



Big Clever Headline
Small descriptive subhead

Call to action

What we do

“We’re really great.”

“Not sure what they do exactly.”

Stock photo

“OK. I see they do what I need.”

…



Big Clever Headline
Small descriptive subhead

Call to action

What we do

“We’re really great.”

Service Name

“Not sure what they do exactly.”

Stock photo

“We’re number one.”

“OK. I see they do what I need.”

“Not sure if they 
can do it for me”

…



Big Clever Headline
Small descriptive subhead

Call to action

What we do

“We’re really great.”

Service Name

Service Name

Long, blocky paragraph with some 
keywords in it.

“Not sure what they do exactly.”

Stock photo

“We’re number one.”

“OK. I see they do what I need.”

“Not sure if they 
can do it for me”

“I don’t really have time to 
read all this.””

…



Let’s try that again…



“What does this company do?”

“How do they do it?”

“Can they do it for me 
specifically?”



Clear Descriptive Header
Interesting, unexpected subhead

Call to action

“I see they do what I’m looking for.”



Clear Descriptive Header
Interesting, unexpected subhead

Call to action

Logos

“I see they do what I’m looking for.”

“Clearly, they do it for 
real companies.”



Clear Descriptive Header
Interesting, unexpected subhead

Call to action

Logos

“I see they do what I’m looking for.”

Quick video

“Clearly, they do it for 
real companies.”

“Ah. Their approach looks 
interesting / thoughtful.”



Clear Descriptive Header
Interesting, unexpected subhead

Call to action

Logos

Clever subhead

“I see they do what I’m looking for.”

Quick video

Detailed answers to top questions

“Clearly, they do it for 
real companies.”

“Looks like they could help 
with my specific needs.”

“Ah. Their approach looks 
interesting / thoughtful.”



Clear Descriptive Header
Interesting, unexpected subhead

Call to action

Logos

Wow, this team 
is super helpful

Clever subhead

“I see they do what I’m looking for.”

Quick video

Detailed answers to top questions

“Clearly, they do it for 
real companies.”

“Looks like they could help 
with my specific needs.”

“People like them! 
Maybe I should get in touch…”

“Ah. Their approach looks 
interesting / thoughtful.”



H1 Header
H3 Subhead text
Call to action

H2 Subhead

Body text

logos

Video

H2 Subhead

H2 Subhead

Testimonial

Body text

Body text

What do they do?

How do they do it?

Are then legit?

Have then done it for 
people like me?

Can they do it for me?



“I want my copy to sound different”

Where to be clever. Where to be clear.



H1 Header
H3 Subhead text
Call to action

H2 Subhead

Body text

logos

Video

H2 Subhead

H2 Subhead

Testimonial

Body text

Body text

Clear

Clever!

Clear

Clever!
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source: Google UX Playbooks

https://services.google.com/fh/files/events/pdf_leadgen_ux_playbook.pdf
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source: Google UX Playbooks

https://services.google.com/fh/files/events/pdf_leadgen_ux_playbook.pdf


source: Web Design Standards, Orbit Media

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/web-design-standards/
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% of websites 
doing it “right”

54%

42%

33%

28%

55%

source: Google UX Playbooks

https://services.google.com/fh/files/events/pdf_leadgen_ux_playbook.pdf


Live Webpage Review



5. About

The stories, the values, the people
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Time to fail ”The French Test”
we… us… our…



Elements of an effective 
About Us section

1. The origin story (video)
2. Mission, vision, values
3. Team, people, leadership
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source

https://www.edelman.com/trust/2022-trust-barometer




The homepage



24.4% “Who are you?”



19.2% “What do you stand for?”







1 in 5 of the homepage 
visitors want to know 

“who/why” first.





50 people saw this for 8 seconds,
then answered this question:

What is important to this company? 
What do they value?





Clarity

“They value the wellbeing of people”

“sustainability and healthiness”

“Health, I think. I want to say environment too, but I 
read something about chemicals”

“The wellbeing of people around the Globe."

Confusion

“I assume it is related to children safety on bikes”

“I think this company is in the health care business.”

“This is an insurance company ”

“Family planning and managing one's finance is 
important to this company.”

What is important to this company? What do they value?



Word Frequency
health 24

people 16

family 8

value 8

life 7

healthy 6

smiles 6

care 5

oral 4

world 4

wellbeing 3

global 3

lives 3

supporting 2

comfort 2

insurance 2

clients 2
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#ContentJam#contentjamLead Generation Best Practices

Boring, typical web copy Personal expression of purpose

“Food waste is a huge 
problem. 

That’s why we started this 
company. We’re 100% focused on 
cutting waste through predictive 
ordering."

Reduce Food Waste

Powerful predictive dashboards for smarter 
ordering for the food service industry



6. The Branded Query SERP

The first page in their experience











source: keywordtool.io

Lots of navigational queries!



source: keywordtool.io

This is what people think of 
when they think of you…



















When do we start marketing??



Foundation

Growth

• Conversion optimization
• Durable improvements
• More leads from every visit

• Increased traffic
• Content marketing
• Better performance from every post





image source: Marco Verch, Flickr



7. The Content Mission Statement

The foundation of the content strategy



Our content is where
[audience x] gets 
[information y] that offers
[benefit z].



Where digital marketers find practical advice 

on content, analytics and web design 

to get better results from their websites.



Where digital marketers find practical advice 

on content, analytics and web design 

to get better results from their websites.



Where digital marketers find practical advice 

on content, analytics and web design 

to get better results from their websites.



Where digital marketers find practical advice 

on content, analytics and web design 

to get better results from their websites.



Our content 

[audience x]

[information y]

[benefit z]

1. Our blog, articles and resources
2. Our email newsletters
3. Our social media posts
4. Our videos, events, podcasts

…and every other format we use



Our content 

[audience x]

[information y]

[benefit z]

1. Potential customers
2. Anyone we can help through our 

expert advice



Our content 

[audience x]

[information y]

[benefit z]

1. Tips, advice, insights, strategies 
and checklists

2. Stories
3. Ideas and inspiration
4. Research and reports
5. News and trends



Our content 

[audience x]

[information y]

[benefit z]

Why they should click, visit, read, 
watch, listen, share, subscribe 
…and pay attention to your content
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Source: Content Marketing Institute



Marketers who document their 
mission statement are 3x more 

likely to succeed
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Source: Content Marketing Institute

“Do you have an editorial mission statement?”



8. Email CTA and Blog Templates

Optimized for email list growth
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The 3 P’s of email signup forms
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How do you look in the mobile inbox?
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How do you look in the mobile inbox?
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source: How to Design a Blog

Blog Design Best Practices

Hey, why don’t we do 
that??

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/how-to-design-a-blog/


B2B Lead Generation School

…and now we do that



2,250 clicks in first 6 months…

…which is a 0.46% CTR
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9. Sales-Focused Content

Content that directly impacts sales





B2B Lead Generation School

The right content for 
the right audience



10. Original Research

Be the primary source





Original Research Example
“What’s a good bounce rate?”







The average bounce rate is…



The average bounce rate is…
62%
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72 websites have 
linked to it



Original Research Example

“What’s the lifespan of a website?”





The average lifespan 
of a marketing websites is

2 years 7 months









Original Research Example

“What website features are standard?”



source: Web Design Standards

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/web-design-standards/


What percentage of websites 
have which features?





Currently ranking #2
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Hundreds of thousands 
of people have read it



250+ websites 
have linked to it



Original Research Example

“Why do people follow and share on social?”
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source: Social Media Psychology

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/social-media-psychology-research/
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source: Social Media Psychology

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/social-media-psychology-research/


32 websites 
have linked to it



Original Research Example

“How long does it take to write a blog post?”
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source: 2022 Blogger Survey, Orbit Media

How long does it take to write a blog post?

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/blogging-statistics/
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source: 2022 Blogger Survey, Orbit Media

How long does it take to write a blog post?

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/blogging-statistics/


2500+ websites 
have linked to it





People link to it all the time!



“What do people in our industry 
often say, but rarely support?



FIND THE MISSING STAT



Michele Linn
Chief Strategy Officer, Mantis Research

How can you “bust a myth” with your 
research? If you can disprove 
something that most people believe to 
be true, you’ll attract journalists’ 
attention and get media mentions.
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10x Effort = 100x Results







But how can I get influencers to 
check out this awesome research?
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B2B Lead Generation School



An ally in creation is 
an ally in promotion



Benefits of 
collaborative content

1. Content quality (expert POVs)

2. Better social reach (ego bait)

3. Grows your professional 
network
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Friendships



B2B Lead Generation School



Let’s take a break…
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Some articles that go into a lot more detail on this stuff…
• Where to Start in Digital Marketing? 10 Things to Do First

• How to Increase Conversion Rates

• The Perfect B2B Service Page: 13-Point Checklist

• How to Design a Blog: 13 Best Practices

• Account Based Content Marketing

• Content Formats and the Funnel

• What is Thought Leadership in Marketing?

• …Orbit’s YouTube Channel! !

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/where-to-start-digital-marketing/
https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/increase-conversion-rate/
https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/b2b-service-page-checklist/
https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/how-to-design-a-blog/
https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/account-based-content-marketing/
https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/content-marketing-formats-funnels/
https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/what-is-thought-leadership-marketing/
https://www.youtube.com/c/Orbitmedia/videos

